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I. INTRODUCTION

In this document we describe the design and implementation

for a simple key management system in NDN testbed.

II. OVERVIEW

To make the deployment happen in a timely fashion, we start

simple with a manually configured trust anchor. We assume

the existence of a well known root key for the NDN testbed,

which signs the keys for each NDN site. The operator for

each site can further sign the keys of individual users of that

site. End users can then follow the trust chain to verify the

legitimacy of a key used in any specific application.

The keys are published under a common broadcast name

prefix ”/ndn/keys”. The site keys are published by the root

and the users keys are published by their corresponding site

operators. Each site runs a repository and NDN-Sync for the

key name prefix to obtain all the keys (Figure 1).
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Fig. 1: Sites syncs keys

When a Data packet is received, one can follow the “key-

locator” field to fetch the public key object in order to verify

the signature. The key object itself is also a Data packet

which contains another “keylocator”, and thus one can always

trace the “keylocator” chain until a trusted anchor (e.g. cached

trusted keys or the “public knowledge” like the root key) is

reached.

/ndn/keys/H(RootKey)/

/ndn/keys/ucla.edu/H(UCL
(a) The name of the root key

/ndn/keys/ucla.edu/H(UCLAKey)/

(b) The name of the UCLA site key

/ndn/keys/ucla.edu/user/H(UserKey)/

(c) The name of the key of a UCLA user

Fig. 2: The name of keys

III. NAMING

This section shows what the names of public keys will look

like.

The first part of the name is a common prefix “/ndn/keys”

which indicates that it is a name for a public key, and this

prefix will be a broadcast name prefix so that only one routing

entry needs to be added to the routers for keys. Using a

common prefix also has the advantage of making sync easier

(which will be discussed in Section VI).

The middle part of the name reflects the hierarchy in the

testbed. The key will be verified in a chain in accordance with

the name hierarchy which is also explicitly indicated in the key

content (described in Section IV).

The last part of the name is the hash value of the correspond-

ing public key. This part guarantees the name uniqueness in

the the testbed.

A set of keys are shown in Figure 2.

IV. NDN KEY OBJECT

This section describes how the public key object in NDN

testbed looks. We compare the key object to the traditional

certificate in Figure 3.

• The serial number in the certificate is used for unique

identification which is replaced by the name of the key

object.

• The signature algorithm and signature in the certificate

are the same as the DigestAlgorithm and SignatureBits

fields contained in the signature part of content object.

• The thumbprint is the same as the PublisherPublicK-

eyDigest field in the SignedInfo part of content object.

The current CCNx implementation uses SHA-256 as the
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Fig. 3: The comparison of certificate and key object

default algorithm, and more choices will be provided in

future distributions.

• The issuer in the certificate is the entity that verified

the information and issued this certificate. In the content

object, keylocator serves as the same purpose which tells

one how to find the public key to verify this key content

object.

• The valid-from information can be expressed with the

time-stamp field in the SignedInfo part of content object.

• The subject is the entity identified by this certificate,

which is the real-world identity of the public key’s owner.

This can be put together with the valid-to information

(expressed in seconds since the start of Unix time) into

a separate content object which contains the meta-info

of the corresponding public key. The meta-info content

is named by adding /info to the public key’s name, i.e.

the full name is in the form of

/ndn/keys/hierarchical/structure/info/H(key)

And the meta-info content has an XML form as below.

More information can be added to the meta-info if

needed.

<Meta>
<Name>Al ice </Name>
<A f f i l i a t i o n >Wonderland </ A f f i l i a t i o n >
<V a l i d t o >1370981430</ V a l i d t o>
</Meta>

V. VERIFICATION

This section describes the verification process in detail.

As indicated previously, whenever a data packet comes, the

verification process should start in order to check the packet’s

validity.

We believe that the trust evaluation should be done in the

end, i.e. by the applications. Hence, it is reasonable to maintain

a trusted key database on each machine, which stores the keys

previously fetched and verified (or added through other trusted

means). This avoids the frequent fetching of keys, which may

substantially increase the delay. Also, applications may want

to maintain a trusted key cache in the memory to speed up

verification process.

The verification process thus follows the steps described

below:

1) Check the KeyLocator field of content object contained

in the packet. If the field does not contain a KeyName

indicating a signing key, or the key itself, the packet

cannot be verified. Otherwise, there is a KeyName, a

key itself or a certificate in the keylocator field.

2) Check whether we already have the key. There are four

cases where a local copy of a key may already exists:

1) It is the root key. 2) It can be found in application

key cache. 3) It can be found in local key database. 4)

It arrived within the packet. If any of these happens, we

can directly obtain the key and verify the signature with

it.

3) Otherwise, we need to fetch the key by sending Interest

for KeyName. If the fetching is unsuccessful, the packet

cannot be verified. Otherwise, we get the Data packet

of the key object.

4) Repeat the above three steps to verify the key object.

5) During this recursive verification process, we can store

the fetched and verified keys into local key cache and

local key database to avoid fetching them later (before

they expire).

Figure 4 illustrates the verification process for the signature

of a content. Note that if the keys are in the cache and are

still valid, there is no need to trace the “keylocator” field until

we reach the root key.

There are some remaining issues that our current design and

implementation do not cover.

First, what names is a key eligible to sign. This may be

an issue because it is not desirable for user A being able

to sign a packet with user B’s name prefix. In our current

implementation, we do not enforce such eligibility check as

how to determine eligibility is not clear. (Shall we allow only

a key named “/ndn/keys/ucla.edu/user/H(key)” to sign

packets with name prefix “/ndn/ucla.edu/user”, or a key

with different name could also do? If it is the latter case,

how to determine whether this other key is eligible to sign the

packets?) The only check we set now is for the key object,

i.e. site A’s user’s key must be signed using site A’s key. And

the relation between names and keys authorized to publish in

those names can be captured at the application layer.

Second, is a key database shared by multiple applica-

tions reasonable? Since we assume the trust relationships

are captured at the application layer, it can change from

one application to the other. So, sharing cached keys as

content is reasonable between applications but sharing the trust

associated with the keys between applications does not fit well

to our current model.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION AND OPERATIONS

The implementation utilizes the sync facility of CCNx

repositories. It consists of two parts. First, a simple (command-

line) application, utilizing CCNx sync an repo functions, to
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Fig. 4: Verification of the signature

sign and publish keys. This is mainly used by site operators.

Second, a key verification library (C/C++ APIs provided)

for applications to verify the signatures of Data packets and

manage the local key copies. Application developers can use

this library to verify the signatures with ease.

The root key will be published under name

“/ndn/keys/H(RootKey)” (self-signed) and can be

obtained using other out-of-band methods (currently it is

hard-coded in the key verification library). The corresponding

private key will be maintained by one or more root operators.

Root operators are responsible to sign and publish site keys

as per request of the site operator (using out-of-band method

to ensure the request indeed comes from the claimed site

operator).

The site operators download the key signing and publication

app, configure it with their respective site signing key and

institute name. When requested by a user of their site, the

operator signs and publishes the user’s key (also needs to

verify the identify of the user by out-of-band method).

The published keys will be automatically synced to the

repositories on all the sites. By default, a sync slice for

name prefix “/ndn/keys” would be automatically created to

synchronize all keys in the NDN testbed when a site operator

runs the app for the first time.

Furthermore, there will be a simple tool named “pem” to let

users extract the public key in openssl “PEM” format [1] from

the keystore for CCNx. Users can send the extracted public

key file to the site operators.

The key signing and publication code is available at:

git://github.com/bcy/mkey.git

The key verification library code is available at:

git://github.com/zhenkai/vkey.git

VII. USE CASE

The simple use case of this system, the verification of the

signature of a packet, is straightforward. In this section we

describe a slightly complex use case of the key management

system, which also utilizes the meta-info of the keys, to se-

curely collect encryption public keys from eligible participants

of a private conference.

In ACT [2], a private conference organizer needs to know

participants’ (public) encryption keys so that he/she can se-

curely distribute conference decryption key to the legitimate

participants only. However, the conference organizer is re-

quired to obtain all keys of the participants beforehand through

offline method, which is inconvenient and inefficient.

With the help of the key management system in the testbed,

we could enable a conference organizer to learn participants’

encryption keys incrementally when the participants join. In

this way, an organizer no longer needs to do the cumbersome

work of collecting keys manually, and participants can be

added on the fly with ease.

A participant P sends out an Interest /conference-

prefix/name-of-P’s-encryption-key to join the conference. The

organizer fetches P’s encryption key content object at /name-

of-P’s-encryption-key. The content object is signed by P’s

signing key, and contains a keylocator that points to P’s signing

public key. Hence, the organizer can fetch P’s public key,

verify it by following the trust chain from root and then verify

the signature of the encryption key content object. Besides,

organizer can also learn P’s real world identity by fetching

the meta-info for P’s public key, which is signed by the site

key. By now, the organizer is assured that the signature for P’s

public encryption key is trustworthy and that the real-world

identity of P is confirmed by some site operator.

A dialog can then pop up to display the meta-info for partic-

ipant P, and the organizer (the person) can decide whether to

let P in based on the meta-info. If the organizer decides to let

P in, it will reply P’s Interest with the conference decryption

key encrypted by P’s public encryption key. P can then learn

about symmetric sessions and join the conversation in the

conference.
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